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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear (NEHVA) solid-core propulsion systems arc comparecl to advanced cryo- 
genic (FJJ/H^ and O^/H-^) chemical propulsion systems lor an orbit-to-orbit vehicle 
operating in the earth-moon space.   The orbit-to-orbit vehicle is assumed to use 
propellants delivered by a reusable earth-to-orbit shuttle (KOS).   High-velocity- 
increment missions (lunar and geostationary orbit) are »mphasized.   Optimum oper- 
ating regimes for reusable and expendable chemical and nuclear systems are indicated. 
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I.   SUMMARY AND CONCH'SIGNS 

Payload capabilities and operational transporta- 
tion costs of alternative orbit-to-orbit vehicle con- 
cepts are examimed for various lunar and cislunar 
missions when coupled with a reusable earth-to-orbit 
shuttle (EOS).   Correlative rather than detailed de- 
sign procedures are used.   Chemical propellants 
considered are F2/H2 and02/H2; nuclear propulsion 
assumes use of the NERVA engine.   The performance 
tradeoff is thus between the low specific impulse 
(460-480 sec) but light weight (thrust/weight of ~ 50) 
of advanced chemical rocket engines and the high 
specific impulse (825 sec) but heavy weight (a 
23,000-lb goal for 75,000-lb thrust) of the nuclear 
engine.   Cost tradeoffs utilize available cost esti- 
mates and correlations.   Emphasis is on operational 
costs, which, particularly for reusable vehicles, 
such as an orbit-to-orbit shuttle or OOS, are dom- 
inated by EOS delivery cost; a value of $100/lb, a 
nominal NASA goal, is assumed, but variations are 
considered.   Expendable, partly reusable, and fully 
reusable systems are considered; conventional stag- 
ing, however, is not.   Payload intrinsic costs are 
not considered, nor are any existing stages included 
in the study.   Interplanetary missions, the custom- 
ary justification for nuclear propulsion are not 
considered. 

Results show that high-AV missions, e.g., 
missions to and from geostationary or luiiOi orbit 
(the two are about equivalent) from low earti' orbit, 
are reduced in cost by at least partial expendability, 
e.g., the use of droppable propellant tanks.   The 
nuclear system gains the most and the F2/H2 system 
the least from the use of drop tanks.   With drop 
tanks, NERVA-powered systems are found to involve 
specific operational costs in the delivery of an 
arbitrary-sized bulk payload to lunar orbit (with 
empty-stage return) that are about twice those of 
chemical systems at tö.OOO-lb design capacity, about 
equal at 100,000 to 150,000 lb, and 5 to 12 percent 
lower at 500,000 lb.   Fixed vehicles off-loaded to 
deliver smaller-than-capacity payloads are always 
more expensive than are "rubber" vehicles operating 

at design capacity.   The costs per pound nl payload 
of oft-loaded nuclear systems rise more rapidly with 
decreasing payload than do costs of off-loaded 
chemical systems.   These factors suggest that 
vehicle design capacity should be selected towards 
the lower end of the payload size/frequency distri- 
bution, and that clustered small vehicles be used to 
deliver large monolithic payloads. 

As the ratio of material returned to material 
delivered increases,  benelits from the use of nuclear 
rather than chemical propulsion increase.   The mag- 
nitude of those benefits depends on the return ratio, 
on the vehicle sizes compared, and on the need for 
and mass of a radiation shield for the payload.   The 
operational costs of advanced F2/II2 propulsion are 
always lower than those of advanced O2/H2 propul- 
sion (by about 10 percent for payload delivery to 
lunar orbit and stage return).   For delivery of cargo 
(unmanned) to lunar or geostationary orbit, expend- 
able vehicles have unit delivery costs comparable to 
reusable vehicles; for direct delivery one way to 
higher AV's, as to the lunar surface, fully expendable 
systems are more economical.   (Retrieval of high 
cost/weight components of "expendable" vehicles 
should be attractive but was not investigated.) 

As noted, transportation costs to earth orbit 
dominate orbit-to-orbit shuttle (OOS) operational 
costs.   Hence, if cargo volume in the EOS is in- 
sufficient to utilize the full weight-carrying capa- 
bility of the EOS when carrying liquid hydrogen, the 
nuclear system will be at a competitive disadvantage. 
This point should be kept in mind in EOS design, or 
external-carry configurations should be considered. 
In addition, more emphasis should be given to in- 
corporation of OOS tankage drop.   High area ratio 
(-400 to 1) chemical (O2/H2 and/or F2/H2) rocket 
engines of moderate thrust (15,000 lb) and pressure 
(^ 1000 psi) offer significant reductions in operating 
costs over current O2/H9 engines and should be 
given consideration for development. 

II.   INTRODUCTION 

A variety of missions and programs can be 
postulated to take place in the lunar or cislunar space 
regime, and, in principi0 at least, each could be 
carried out by a variety of expendable, partly ex- 
pendable, or fully reusable vehicles, in stages or in 
combination.   In this paper, in which chemical and 
solid-core nuclear (NERVA) propulsion systems are 
compared, only a few of the many possibilities are 
considered.   Specifically, the missions to be con- 
sidered are all in the high-velocity-increment class, 
e.g., to lunar or geostationary orbit from low earth 

orbit (and possibly return), >,, greater than 2.r)-deg 
low-earth-orbit plane change.    Chemical propellant 
combinations are restricted to O2/II2 and F2/H2. 
The contigurations to be considered are restricted to 
single-stage or stage-and-a-half (tankage drop) 
classes, but both expendable nnd reusable modes are 
permitted.   Within these restrictions, however, an 
attempt is made to treat each class of propulsion sys- 
tem in suffitientlv general fashion to find the best (mini- 
mum-cost) application regime for each, following 
whichcomparisors are made for a specific mission. 



The study is ti'iinsporiation-system oriented, i.e., 
deliverv costs tire conipuri'd and some consideration 
is given to total transportation program costs, but 
intrinsic payioi.ii costs are not considered. 

As a ground rule for the study, the existence of 
an earth-to-orbit shuttle (KOS) is assumed with 
specific delivery costs to earth orbit of the order of 
$100  lb, but the impact ot the characteristics of 
the EOS on the results is noted.    Vehicles to be 
considered are assumed to be designed purely for 
in-space use, of types which could be available in 
the late lS)70's.   The approach utilizes internally 
consistent techniques to the extent possible,  in 
principle improving the relative validity of the 

results.   Critical parameters are subjected to per- 
turbation analysis to determine their impact. 

The results of the study are presented herein in 
several ways, and should be considered as a whole. 
In general, the material is presented sequentially in 
terms increasingly specific to a single mission.   A 
very general performance discussion is provided 
first, indicating expected regions of superiority and 
overlap, following which more detailed cost and per- 
formance comparisons are made in terms of gen- 
eralized pay load-velocity increment categories, and 
finally a specific lunar mission is treated.   Certain 
stage sizes are used throughout the work for con- 
sistency; the reasons for the selection are not given, 
however, until the specific mission is considered. 

III.   PERSPECTIVE 

In comparing nuclear and chemical rocket pro- 
pulsion on a generalized basis (with cost the princi- 
pal criterion), the problem is basically to explore 
the interactions of each propulsion system's char- 
acteristics with various missions in order to find 
preferred regimes for each system.   The problem is 
clearly multidimensional, as can be appreciated by 
considering the performance-determining factors in 
Table I along with the mission-dependent factors in 
Table II.   (The values in Table I will be justified in 
later sections of the report.) 

TABLE II.    MISSION-DEPENDENT FACTORS 

Payload size and divisibility 
Velocity increment(s) required 
Degree of vehicle reusability 
Degree of staging (tankage drop vs. 

no tankage drop) 
Operating mode (deliver or retrieve 

payload, etc.) 
Costs of payload delivery to low earth orbit 
Manned vs. unmanned operation 

TABLE I.   COMPARISON OF FACTORS DETERMINING 
PROPULSION PERFORMANCE 

Chariu'teristics 

Knginc thrust/weight 

Propelliint bulk density, 
Ib/ff'' 

Stagt- propellan* mass 
fraction 

Specific impu!   ■, st« 

Kngint' cost/ll   hmst, 
dollars 

Startup and,  if reused, 
oooldown losses 

ShioldinR for manned 
missions 

Nuclear (NERVA)* 

low (~ ■« 

low (~ 4.4) 

low (« 0.78) 

higli (~ S2r.-900) 

high (200) 

substantial ( s: 50 
sec lSp equiva- 
lent) 

substantial 
(- 10,000 lb) 

Chemical 

high (50-100) 

high (20-40) 

high (0.90-0.93) 

low (445-480) 

low (20) 

negligible 

The values shown for nuclear systems are for the NERVA 75,000-lb 
thrust system only,  and are not independent of thrust, as is essen- 
tiallv the case with chemical systems.    Only the NERVA system was 
considered here. 

"Slices" in various directions through this multi- 
dimensional space will occupy the remainder of this 
study.   Before going into detail, however, it is 
worthwhile to examine qualitatively certain aspects 
of these systems to indicate what might be expected 
in various cases.   The intent is to provide insight as 
to why the various results come out as they do.   In 
approaching the problem the basic rocket equation, 
^v = ^p Kc ^', R> should be kept in mind:   The veloc- 
ity added AV is a product of specific impulse ISp, the 
units conversion constant gc, and the logarithm of 
the initial-to-final-mass ratio R. 

To start, note that the NERVA 75,000-lb thrust 
engine is currently expected to weigh 25,750 lb* 
(Ref. 1) and cannot readily be scaled ^wnward, 
whereas chemical rocket engines of the ^ame 
7r),000-lb thrust would weigh about 1000 to 1500 lb 
and could be either a single engine or a cluster of 
smaller engines without much penalty.   The large 
nuclear engine weight means that large propellant 
weights will be required to achieve a reasonable 

With a goal of 23,000 lb. 



stage propellant mass fraction and a reasonable 
value of R.   The low bulk density of the liquid hydro- 
gen fuel means, however, that relatively high weights 
are associated with each pound of added fuel, so that 
propellant mass fractions can never reach the values 
achievable with chemical systems.   The much higher 
specific impulse of the nuclear system is, of course, 
compensating.   In a crude sense, nuclear propulsion 
achieves performance by high specific impulse, and 
chemical systems by high mass ratios.   Nuclear 
systems must be fairly large, while chemical systems 
can be any size desired. 

Consider now some limiting conditions, and take 
first the case where payload is negligible relative to 
the inert weight, so that R is simply the reciprocal 
of the inert mass fraction.   This case gives the 
maximum achievable AV per stage.   If values are 
taken from Table I for equivalent-sized reusable 
vehicles,* which values ignore cooldown losses and 
any need for a radiation shield, one finds that, at 
the no-payload condition,   AV for the F2/H2 system 
[480x32.2.U(l/0.07) = 41,080 fps] is greater than 
AV for the nuclear system [825x32.2 4n(l/0.22) = 
40,195 fps].   A finite high-AV region thus exists in 
which chemical systems may outperform nuclear 
systems,   Payloads in this region are small, how- 
ever, so that the point may be of doubtful economic 
interest; staged systems would probably be pre- 
ferred. 

As a second limiting situation, consider the case 
whci-e inert weight is negligible relative to payload 
weight, i.e., where payload weights are large and 
AV's are small.   In this case, the question is of 
payload (WpL) ratios between nuclear and chemical 
systems at fixed propellant loads Wp and AV; R 
becomes 1 + Wp/WpL and AV/ISp gc becomes 
small, so that 

= JAV/ISDgc) 

becomes 

R = e 

W. 
1 + ■zr- a 1 + AV/i    g WpL sp Bc 

and 

W      (nuclear) 
PXJ  

W     (chemical) 
PL 

I    (nuclear) 
sp'  

I    (chemical) 
spv 

as 2. 

Thus, for large payloads at low AV's, and at equal 
propellant weights, nuclear systems will clearly 
move bigger payloads than will chemical systems. 

In terms of operational modes, one can consider 
the various systems to be expendable or reusable. 
For reusable systems, there may be various ratios 
of material delivered to material returned.   If 
systems are used in an expendable mode, delivering 
material to, say, lunar orbit from low earth orbit, 
a AV of only about 14,000 fps is required, whereas 
a AV of 28,000 fps is required by systems in the 
reusable mode.   For this mission, the expendable 
nuclear system approaches (but does not reach) the 
second limiting condition above, whereas the re- 
usable system approaches the first limiting con- 
dition.   In short, one can expect that the nuclear 
system will perform better relative to chemical, at 
least on a payload per pound of propellant basis, in 
an expendable than in a reusable mode (payload 
delivery with empty stage return).   In addition, if 
the reusable system is to be designed to retrieve 
material from, rather than deliver material to, 
some higher-energy orbit, high mass ratios will be 
difficult to achieve for either system on either the 
outbound or the return leg, and nuclear systems 
(which, as noted earlier, achieve velocity gain by 
ISp rather than by mass ratio) may outperform the 
chemical, if total AV is not too close to the limiting 
stage velocity. 

A few points with regard to cost are worth 
noting here.   At the EOS cost goal of $100/lb to low 
earth orbit, propellant and vehicle structure change 
in value relative to earth-based rocket systems. 
Structure in orbit takes on a value only 2 to 4 times 
that of consumable propellant, as opposed to perhaps 
1000 times the propellant value at the earth's sur- 
face.   Structure in orbit can thus be more casually 
"consumed," i.e., expended, if, as might be ex- 
pected from the above discussion, payload gains 
make it worthwhile.   It thus follows that expendable 
vehicles, or largely expendable vehicles whose very 
high unit-cost components are recoverable, may be 
more attractive than reusable vehicles for routine 
cargo carrying.   The cost of the material thrown 
away must be established, of course.   Finally, at 
this same $100/lb, delivery costs totally mask 
initial costs of propellants.   As F2/H2 is higher 
in performance than O2/H21 specitic operational 
costs of F2/H2 will, under these assumptions, 
always be iower than those of O2 'H2.   Liquid H2 
for the nuclear stage will cost this same $100/lb 
in orbit only if the EOS system is not volume limited, 
however. 

All the above factors are examined further, 
along with a number of options in modes of use, in 
the material that follows. 

ISp = 825 sec for a reusable nuclear 
system. 



IV.    PUOCKDIUK 

In ossnu'c,  \hv procodun- has IH-CMI to build up 
a KingU' di'sinn, cost, and pcrt'oi-maiu'i' pnigram 
using c'DiToiativt' U'chniqui's, and thtm to compart* 
all systems usin^ cunimon proci'dui'vs under a 
variety of conditions.    For each pr.-pellant system, 
the principal input independent variables in the 
design program are propellant mass and the number 
of drop tanks.*   The design program synthesizes the 
\ehicle from these inputs, computing the total inert 
weight from correlations.    Pavload is then computed 
to specified  AV values by a double iterative process 
made necessary by the need to include gravity 
iosses, which depend on thrust to total weight (in- 
cluding pavload) and specific impulse, and,  in the 
nuclear case,  startup and cooklown losses which 
depend on burn time.   A triple iteration is involved 
when empty tanks are to be dropped at some inter- 
mediate AV point.   These drop tanks are sized for 
the pickup mission,  i.e., the mission requiring the 
least outbound propellant consumption; other pavload 
modes are calculated around this tankage split. 
Mission costs and total program costs are then built 
up,  it being remembered that outbound payload, pro- 
pellant, and each new DOS must first be delivered to 
orbit by the EOS.   The items (space vehicle, engines, 
and tankage) for in-space use are brought to orbit 
only once during their useful life; this assumption 
favors the reusable system over the expendable sys- 
tem.   (The used nuclear engine probably could not be 
brought back to earth in any event.)   The intrinsic 
cost of the payload itself is not included, however. 

Details of the design and costing procedure are 
appended.   Correlations from previous IDA studies 
(Hefs. 2, ;i), modified as necessary, were used to 
estimate tankage weight, residuals, thrust structure 
weight, subsystem weights, and so on.   To these 
were added system-specific information for the 
nuclear and chemically powered systems.   Insula- 
tion,  meleoi'oid protection, and boil-off correlations 
were developed from previous detailed studies (Refs. 
l->).   A startup and cooldown-lnss correlation for 
the nuclear system was developed from available 
information (Ref. ^).   (Iravitv-loss correlations 
were developed for single-burn injection of vehicles 
from low earth orbit into transfer orbits to geo- 
s'.atioiiarv orbit or lunar orbit (see Appendix): multi- 
perigee burn was also considered briefly (Ref. 9). 

Oner these procedures were mechanized, sev- 
eral sulinptimizaliniis were carried out to »elect 
reasonable values of certain important parameters. 
For chemical s\stems. partly in order to maintain 

compatibility with existing studies of advanced 
engines of the RL-10 class but also to minimize R&D 
costs and to move "out on the learning curve," it was 
decided to standardize computations on engines of 
ir),0ü()-lb thrust, clustered as necessary.    Pre- 
dicted specific-impulse data for this class of engines 
from Pratt & Whitney (Ref. 10) were examined and 
plotted (Fig. 1).   F^xamination of weight penalties 
and specific impulse gains with increasing area ratio 
showed performance still increasing at the maximum 
area ratio (400) for which predictions were avail- 
able; a value of 400 was thus selected and a weight 
of 350 lb per engine of 15,000-lb thrust was assigned. 
With these engines in the lunar-transfer round-trip 
missions, a thrust-to-weight-of-propellant T/Wp 
of 0.3 is shown later to be about optimum v/ith re- 
gard to performance.*   An engine operating life of 
10 hr was assumed, in accordance with current 
NASA Phase B Shuttle Main Engine goals. 

FIGURE I. 

100 200 400 1000 

NOZIU AREA EXPANSION RATIO 

ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE OF 15 KLB THRUST CHEMICAL 
PROPULSION SYSTEMS VERSUS NOZZLE AREA RATIO IREF.  10) 

In the nuclear system a specific-impulse value 
of S2.) sec at full thrust was selected for the re- 
usable missions, with 10-hr life.   The final throw- 
away requirement had little impact and was ignored. 
For expendable nuclear systems, a specific impulse 
of 900 sec was assumed.   As already noted, the 
engine goals of 7r),000-lb thrust and 2;s,000-lb 
weight were assumed.   The weight figure assigned 
is the goal, versus a 2.r),7r)0-lb present value 
(Ref.  1). 

Tank staginj»' iw-fun- only niiee. even with 
multiple tanks. 

For plane changes in low earth orbit, a 
thrust 'total weight of ~ ". 5 is preferred. 



Vehicle life, as opposed to engine life, was 
given some consideration.   If missions are infre- 
quent, if space vehicles are not brought back to 
earth surface between trips, and if no "space garage" 
is available, meteoroid protection could impose a 
significant penalty in terms of vehicle weight and 
performance, the magnitude depending on the waiting 
time between trips.   A set of assumptions was finally 
made in which reusable vehicles were given mete- 
oroid protection (0.995 chance of no penetration 
specified) for a total flight duration equal to the num- 
ber of 24-day round-trip lunar missions compatible 
with 10 hr of engine life (and expendable vehicles for 
a single 3-day lunar transfer).   For the chemical 
systems with a T/Wp near 0.3, the number of mis- 
sions is 20 to 25, depending on lsv, giving a require- 
ment for 480 to 600 days meteoroid penetration. 
Nuclear vehicles with fewer missions for the 10-hr 
engine life have the structure life extended to an 
integral multiple of the engine life, giving a number 
of missions nearer to 20 (actual values vary from 
15 to 28).   This technique assumes either continuous 
(no waiting time) operation or, more realistically, 
the availability of a "space garage" for periods 
between missions. 

Boil-off due to heat leak was assumed to be 
vented before the return trip, which, in the case of 
lunar missions, was assumed to follow 18 days in 
lunar orbit.   A subtle point in tank sizing was in- 
volved in designing the chemical vehicles for use in 
either geostationary or'unar oriit.   In essence, the 
oxidizer tanks were oversized so as to handle, in the 
geostationary mission, an equivalent oxidizer mass 
corresponding to the extra weight of hydrogen needed 

for boil-off in the lunar missions.   In lunar missions 
the oxidier tank had oxtra ullagtv; in gt'ostationarv 
missions the hydrogen tank had extra ullage. 

To show propellant mass fraetion results gen- 
erated by the design portion of the program, Fig. 2 
is provided.   This shows stage mass fraetion as a 
function of propellant weight for various systems. 
In the nuclear ease, the program has been built 
around earlier correlations, with weight data spe- 
cific to the nuclear system included from detailed 
contractor estimates.   The baseline vehicle selected 
herein for the nuclear system is in fact nearly the 
same as that of these contractors.   The predicted 
decrease in propellant mass fraction at very large 
single-tank sizes would be avoided by clustering 
tanks.   Selected values of the parameters used in 
this study are provided in Table III.   A diagram 
showing the lunar mission is shown as Fig. ."t.   The 
geostationary mission involves simple liohmann 
transfer and circularization, with optimum plane 
change at perigee and apogee. 

As already suggested, the FOS eharaeteristies 
are important to the comparison, inasmuch as FOS 
pcr-flight costs are presumably constant, so that 
delivery to orbit of low-density material such as 
liquid hydrogen may cost more per unit mass than 
delivery of more dense materials that utilize the 
full weight-lifting characteristics of tl t  »"oster. 
Whether this will be the case depends on paylo.-ul 
density and the degree to which it can IK- broken 
into sections for delivery.    If pavloail is treated as 
being subdividable at will and reasonably dense, 
then a few rough calculations will show that the 

0.9  

i  o. 

MSION USAIU NOflLLANt AtlOMT, ftlh 

flGUIIC2.   COMPARISON Of STAGE WEIGHT CCXHEtATIONS AHH fxiSH'Jr, SI*. ■!•, 
AND OTMtll DESIGNS.   SINGLE TAN« 



Mil I in.   SKl.K(TKI) NOMINAL \ AUKS OF PKRKORMANCE-nFTKRMININC 
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Flight 

Initial K<»S |>:irk(ng urhii 

rharacU'ristic vi'liuits rfciuirt'im-nts (t-aoh 
vvav. Iroui (»arkmn orhit) 

Cifusiationarv orhit (including optimum 
split nl plant' change) 

Translunar mjcclinn 
Lunar t»rhit inst-rtion 
Di'srcnt from lunar orbit to surface 
Direct lunar cU-ncent 

Translunar (ami transt-arth) coast tin-.c 

Lunar orhit stay time 

Vt'Uwitv pad 

Thrust parallel with vrlocity vector for 
R-loss estimates 

263 nmi x 31.5 deg 

7.HSM fp» (perigee) 
(V.003 fps (apogee) 

10.4«><> fps 
.1.000 fps 
ti.OOO fps 
9.000 fps 

3 days 

I * days 

0.7.r>'i each AV 

K(>S Hasel me Characteristics 

Cargo bay 
Cargo volume- 
Fast launch pa\ load (it not volume-limited) 
EOS delivcrv cost 

l.r>xG0 ft 
10.000 ft3 

50,000 lb 
$100/lb 

Engine Data 

I   . 
sp 

First 

p 
c 

100 

Weight. RlrD. Unit 
M.R. 

."»7 

sec 

4t:i 

lb Thrust 

15.000 

$M 

50 

Cost, $M 

Current <».. !!> 300 0.2H 

Adv.   <»;.   Hj li too 1 3(10 »«ii».."i 350 15.000 215 0.2H 

Adv.   F., II., t 1 100 1300 »s2.:. 350 15.000 270 0.2H 

Nuclear(re- inn i:.n H2'> 23.000 75.000 750 15 

usable»1- 

Nuclear{v\- 100 1.10 ■too 23.000 75.000 750 15 

pendatile»'' 

Cost Data. SM 

Ivpu- al Stage.  First I'nit R&D (Including Engines) 

Nuc ear (2!M»K) 3v0 lf.50 
Adv <»_, H^i (ImiK» T.I 485 
Adv n-, ||., (2<u\K\ U.^ R70 

Adv y^  II.. (looKi •i. "i 520 
A.h F_. Ilj (J!M>K) II.«. 6f*0 

Sr«- also Appendix. 
>, 
l|l\ < «.timatc-i fMcpl   i-. -»h'Hvn. 
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assumed EOS may not be volume-limited, and a 
1100/lb delivery cost may reasonably be ascribed 
to both nuclear and chemical systems.   Consider 
that a nuclear stage utiliting 300,000 lb of propellant 

can typically put about 130,000 lb of payload amund 
the moon, part of which paylnad must be chemical 
propellant for the lunar lander, and part of which 
will lie supplies fur a moon base, etc.   If the average 
packaging density of payload is 10 lb/ft-' and of Ulg 
4 lb/ft*', then a volume of HN.OOO ft-'* is required for 
the total of 4S0.000 lb (allowing 20,000 lb of tankag» 
weight to contain LH-{) delivered.   Al 50,000 lb per 
trip. * 450,000 lb requires 9 trips of the EOS, which 
permits 90,000 ft3 of material to bt* carried.   If 
only LH2 is to be carried, or if lht> EOS has a higher 
payload mass capability/ft" of cargo bay, then LHg 
must be carried externalt) to avoid unit delivery 
cost penalties.   These pointn clearly merit more 
study for they are critical to the operating cost of 
the nuclear system.   However, for all purposes 
here except the sensitivity studies, all mass shall 
be assumed deliverable to parking orbit at equal 
cost, independent of density. 

East launch. 

V.   OPTIMUM OPERATING REGIMES 

As was mentioned under Perspective, the dif- 
ferent characteristics of nuclear and chemical pro- 
pulsion systems imply different optimum operating 
regimes.   In order to explore the matter in some 
depth, calculations were carried out to determine 
average specific operational costa (recurring costs 
per pound of payload) for the different systems under 
different circumstances.   The operational costs 
were taken reasonably far down the learning curve 
(at a common total program delivery weight of 
10,000,000 lb to different AV values above escape) 
to minimize cost-quantizing effects arising from the 
need to purchase an integral number of vehicles. 
Implicit in a comparison of this type is a scenario 
in which some agency wishes to purchase the neces- 
sary fleet of an already developed class of vehicles, 
designating them to carry out some defined program, 
with total costs to be a minimum.   R&D costs arc 
thus not included. 

The comparison is centered around hypothetical 
missions similar to the lunar exploration mission 
in terms of boil-off and gravity losses, but velocity 
excess is treated parametrically.   Because costs 
are substantially reduced thereby, as shall be shown 
later, two empty propellant tanks were dropped 
either after the second bum (reusable vehicles) or 
after the first burn (expendable vehicles).   Multi- 
perigee bum was not considered in the set of com- 
putations reported in this section.   One assumed 
mission was that of delivery of material only, with 
no payload to be returned: in the other assumed mis- 

sion, a 10,000-lb payload, presumably a manned 
capsule, was to be brought back, which In the case 
of nuclear stages required an additional 10,000-|b 
radiation shield to he carried round trip.   An EOS 
delivery cost of Sfifl/lb, as well as the baseline cost 
of SlOO/lb, was assumed. 

The calculations from which the comparisons 
were developed are illustrated for one example In 
Fig. 4.»   In Fig. 4 are plotted specific operating 
costs for different vehicles versus vehicle sizes for 
a 3000-fps velocity excess over escape (approxU 
mately the value used In lunar orbit insertion), 
showing the operating costs as a function of payload 
delivered and regimes in payload si/.e where dif- 
ferent vehicles are preferable due to lowest cost.♦• 

Note that the curves shown for chemical systems 
actually represent loci of minima, in which one 
additional engine is added for each 50,000 lb of 
propellant.   The curvature between numbers of en- 
gines is much smaller than with the nuclear engine, 
and is ignored. 

Figure 4 is perhaps more readily comprehensible 
if viewed in connection with Fig. 10 (which is for 
the same velocity excess) and its discussion in 
the following section.    Figure 10 shows payload 
delivery as n function of propellant loading for 
expendable and stage return mode's shown In 
Fig. 4.    Curves similar to those in Fig.  10 were 
not, however, necessary in generating Figs. 5-9; 
curves similar to those in Fig. 4 were. 
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Market! on the abscissa of Fig. 5 are, respec- 
tively, the iiV's for escape, :?0-deg low-earth-orbit 
(LKO) plane change, geostationary orbit, lunar orbit, 
10-deg LEO plane change, direct descent to the lunar 
surface, and 50-deg LEO plane change.   Comments 
on "toss-catch" and direct descent are postponed 
until the next section. 

As can be seen by examination of Fig. 4, the 
cost differences remain small for substantial in- 
creases in pay load near the boundaries.   A measure 
of the large effect of a small cost uncertainty on the 
location of the boundaries is also shown on Fig. Fi, 
indicating the more limited areas where each system 
is 5 percent less expensive than its nearest com- 
petitor.   Included is the boundary at which nuclear 
systems became 10 percent less expensive than 
()^ H;j systems, approximately following a 200,000- 
1b payload level. 

For manned operations, expendable but staged 
operation is obviously possible if two or more 
stages are used.   As noted in the Introduction, such 
configurations have not been considered; manned 
operations are here assumed to be carried out with 
reusable (or partly expendable) systems.   To com- 
pare manned systems, the same ground rules as in 
Figs. .1-7 were used, but cost figures were computed 
for the case in which a 10,000-lb payload was 
brought back each trip from the assigned &V; that is, 

t 
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FIGURE 5.  OPTIMUM OPERATING REGIMES, O/H, VS. NUCLEAR. 
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FIGURE 7.   OPTIMUM OPERATING REGIMES, f VH   VS. NUCLEAR. 
EOS COSTS • SIOO/LI 

4000 4000 0000 10,000 12,000 14,000 
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FIGURE 4.   OPTIMUM OPERATING REGIMES, O/H   VS, NUCLEAR, 
EOS COSTS = t50/LB 

outbound payload capabilities of rubber vehicles (at 
various propellant loadings) were computed on the 
assumption that the vehicle itself, plus 10,000 lb, 
was brought back each trip.   The same total out- 
bound delivery program was assigned, implying that 
the smaller vehicles made more trips and brought 
back greater quantities of return payload, for which 
they were given no extra credit.   Results are shown 
for O2/H2 versus nuclear propulsion in Figs. 8 and 
9.   At $100/lb EOS cost, the nuclear system is 
cheaper for pay loads above about 120,000 lb.   At 
$50/lb, the nuclear system was attractive only for 
payloads above about 150,000 lb.   F2/H2 was again 
not investigated in sufficient detail to map.   At 
$10Ö/lb, it appeared that F2/H2 was less expensive 
to lunar-orbit AV up to about 300,000 lb of payload 
per trip, against two-engine nuclear vehicles.   At 
$50/lb, F2/H2 was cheaper at all payloads and LV'B, 

except at velocity values below about 1000 fps above 
escape.   Note, however, that in these comparisons 
the nuclear system was substantially penalized rela- 
tive to the chemical systems in that a 10,000-lb 
radiation shield was carried round trip, the shield 
having been assumed necessary for personnel pro- 
tection.   Had this not been the case, or had larger 
return payloads been assumed, the nuclear systems 
would have increased in attractiveness.   The latter 
point will be explored further in the next section 
along with criteria for specific vehicle selection. 
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FIGURE 9.   OPTIMUM OPERATING REGIMES, O^Mj VS. NUCLEAR, 
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VI.    LUNAR AND GEOSTATIONARY MISSION STUDIES 

A.   ALTERNATIVES AND COMPARISONS 

In previous sections, payloads and velocity re- 
quirements have been treated parametrically in order 
to locate minimum operational cost regimes for the 
different systems.   In this section, the lunar mis- 
sion will be emphasized.   It will be shown that 
lunar-orbit payload capabilities of specific vehicles 
tend to be close to those required for geostationary- 
orbit payloads.   Statements previously made about 
the advantages of the nuclear system in certain use 
nuides and the advantages of partial expendability 
(propellant drop tanks) in specific applications will 
be justified, and specific payload ratios and vehicle 
sizes will be compared. 

Figure 10 presents payload performance rtrults 
as a function of propellant design weight for "rubber" 
vehicles.   The plot shows vehicles delivering ma- 
terial to lunar orbit in expendable, stage-return- 
only (payload-delivery), and payload-round-trip 
modes.   The expendable and stage-return-only 
vehicles are assumed to be unmanned and without 
tieed of a radiation shield.    Furthermore, for ex- 
pendable vehicles meteoroid protection is necessary 

for only three days, and the nuclear system is 
assumed to deliver a 900-sec specific impulse at 
full thrust due to its short permitted life.   The plot 
shows the large gain in performance of the ex- 
pendable nuclear system over the expendable chemi- 
cal systems (arrow A) and of both over the reusable 
systems, the substantial advantage of nuclear over 
chemical propulsion in the round-trip mode with 
large payloads (arrow B), and the lesser advantage 
of nuclear over chemical propulsion, even with Urge 
payloads, in the stage-return mode (arrow C). 

Further perspective is given to the various sys- 
tems in the lunar exploration mission by Fig. 11. 
In this figure, operational costs of three specific 
vehicles are computed for missions in which the 
ratio of payload to and from lunar orbit is varied. 
The abscissa (return payload)/(return + outbound 
payload) is plotted from 0 to 1.   In fact, however. If 
a chemical shuttle from lunar orbit to the lunar sur- 
face (lunar lander) is used, the ratio cannot exceed 
about 0.55.   At this ratio the outbound payload is 
composed only of propellant for the lunar lander and 
the return payload must be picked up from the lunar 
surface.   The ratio can, of course, rise to unity if 

10 
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the mission is simply to retrieve some item already 
in lunar orbit.   Note that, as the percentage of ma- 
terial returned increases, the larger nuclear system 
increasingly outperforms the smaller chemical 
system. *  Note also the cost of picking up material 
from the moon by this technique, high in comparison 
with the value of most materials,** but several 
orders of magnitude below APOLLO costs.   (Moon- 
mining enthusiasts, of course, have suggested far 
cheaper ways, e.g., the use of electromagnetic 
accelerators on the moon with atmospheric braking 
at the errth.) 

In actual lunar exploration, at least in the early 
stages, the amount of material delivered to orbit 
will undoubtedly substantially exceed that returned; 
in Ref. 6 it is suggested that a typical operational 
ratio will be 10/1 in terms of material carried to 

Larger propellant loadings lead to lower opera- 
tional costs, as can be seen from Fig. 4.   The 
advantage of the nuclear system relative to the 
chemical system would be less if comparison 
had been made at the same propellant loading. 
Use of Fig. 10 and Fig. 4 shows that at 290 klb 
of propellant the ordinate at an abscissa of zero 
is about 2.8 for O2/H2 and 3.1 for K2/H2. 

Compare gold, for example, at $480/lb. 
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lunar orbit to that returned (1/11 of the sum 
returned*). The 10/1 point is noted in Fig. 11 for 
this reason; it is clear from Fig. 11 that this ratio 
puts chemical and nuclear vehicles in a competitive 
region.   This 10/1 ratio was used to make a series 
of further comparisons in the lunar mission.   Before 
proceeding with these, however, it is worth noting 
Fig. 12, in which the ratios of 10/1 geostationary to 
10/1 lunar-orbit payload capabilities of the various 
vehicles are plotted.   Note that, except at extreme 
propellant loadings for the single-engine nuclear 
vehicles, the geostationary payload Is very similar 
to the lunar-orbit payload.  This Is as might be 
expected, since total characteristic velocity require, 
ments are nearly identical, as shown In Table 3. 
Thus further comparisons of lunar-orbit capabilities 
can with some care be Interpreted as applying also 
to geostationary missions.   The variation with pro- 
pellant loading In nuclear vehicles is due to differ- 
ences In gravity losses between geoststlonary and 
lunar transfers as thrust/weight changes (Appendix. 
Flg. A-1).   In the chemical systems, the thrust/ 
propellant weight is kept constant at 0.3 so that 
gravitational losses aru independent of site. 

Plots of the payload delivery capability to lunar 
orbit of chemical and nuclear vehicles with two drop 
tanks In the 10/1 rrlssion are shown In Fig. 13. 

Or 1/10 of the outbound. 
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Figure 14 shows specific operational costs for 
vehicles with no drop trnks and with two drop tanks '.n 
the lunar -orbit mission.   Nuclear vehicles with bo'Ji 
one and two engines are included in Fig. 14b, as are 
approximate savings with multiperigee burn.   Multi - 
perigee burn extends the optimum propellant loading 
to very high values but docs slow down the mission in 
an operational sense.   The aV and cooldown losses 
for this mode were estimated from Ref. 10.   Multi- 
perigee burn was not further considered herein.   The 
values shown in Fig. 14 are all for "rubber" vehicles. 

Figure IS shows payload and cost advantages 
through use of separable propellant tanks.   The 
gains are clearly greatest with the lowest density 
propellant system (nuclear), and least with the 
densest (F2/H2).   The gains also increase on a 
fractional basis as the stages without drop tanks 
become marginally able to perform the mission. 
Figure IS can, if desired, be used in conjunction 
with Fig. 13 to calculate payload performance of ve- 
hicles without drop tanks.   Note that the gains in 
payload are of the order of 50 percent for the nueloar 
systems versus only IS to 30 percent for the chemi- 
cal systems.   The cost gains are not directly equiva- 
lent, however, as the cost of the tanks discarded 
also varies with the specific volume of the propellant 
system.   Tankage production costs here were esti- 
mated at |150-$300 per pound, depending on size 
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Data plottvd in Fig.  13 (or the current Og/H2 pro- 
pollant system Indicate that a th    st to propellant 
weight of about 0.3 is near optimum on a pound- 
pay load, pound-propellant basis for chemical ve- 
hicles in this mission.   The nuclear vehicle in direct 
ascent peaks out on the sa.ne basis at about 0.2.   It 
oan also be seen that, at 100,000-lb propellant, thc- 
use ot hi^h-expansion-ratio advanced O2/H2 engines 
(469. .'> seci v telds about a 20 percent gain In payload 
over current-technology O2, H2 (•US sec). 
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and number produced, whereas some approximate 
arithmetic shows th.< the nuclerr system (290,000 lb 
of propellant at $lö0/lb EOS costs) would break even 
on a cost basis (with and without drop t^nks) at about 
$800/lb of tank.   It should be noted from Fig.  14a 
that, if tankage separation is not permitted for oper- 
ational reasons, the nuclear system will be less 
competitive with the chemical systems. 

Another form of comparison relates to the pii' - 
formance of specific vehicles in delivering less than 
maximum payloads, a situation which would almost 

certainly be encountered in operational use.   This 
case is considered in Fig.  Hi.   Note that the nuclear 
vehicles have a steeper increase in cost with reduced 
payload thai do the chenii*al vehicles of the same 
design propellant weight.   In addition, it is shown 
in Fig.  16 that large vehicles off-loaded for small 
payloads are much more expensive to operate than 
small vehicles operated near their design point. 
Modularization (a number of small vehicles, in 
clusters,  if necessary, for large unit payloads) 
should be attractive on this basis. 
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Lunar exploration is, of course, not necessarily 
carried out by the use of lunar-orbit rendezvous. 
Lunar-orbit rendezvous, coupled with a lunar lander 
eliminates or makes expensive the possibility of 
arbitrary mission times, so that from the standpoint 
of a pure operational convenience, direct descent 
■would appear to be preferred.   The capabilities of 
advanced vehicles in direct descent and lunar-orbit 
rendezvous have been computed and are shown in 
Fig. 17.   The nuclear system was granted the capa- 
bility of direct descent here for academic compari- 
son, although no present configuration is being con- 
sidered that would be suitable for this mode.   Lunar - 
orbit rendezvous is obviously attractive in terms of 
payload capability (or cost/lb) to the lunar surface 
if round trips are required.   Only F2/H2 is shown in 
direct-descent, no-parts-drop mode, as F2/H2 is 
the only combination capable of starting from low 
earth orbit, carrying out a direct descent, and re- 
turning to low earth orbit without dropping any parts. 
This might be an interesting emergency vehicle, but 
would be expensive to use per pound delivered or 
returned. 

DESIGN USABLE PtOPIlLANI MIGHT 

FIGURE 17.   LUNAR-SURFACE PAYLOAD CAPABILITIES Of VEHICLES WITH 
RETURN OF KIO OF THE EQUIVALENT LUNAR-ORBIT PAYLOAD, 

TWO DROP TANKS.   PAYLOAD INCLUDES LANDING GEAR. 

Data shown earlier on Fig. 5 are also pertinent 
hiTc.   In Fig. 5 the "toss-catch" mode, in which the 
kirnir lander and the OOS rendezvous at the earth- 
monn null point, as well as conventional lunar-orbit 
technique and direct descent,  is indicated.   Dividing 

the indicated delivery-cost-per-pound figures at 
these AV's by the indicated ratio (Fig. 5) gives the 
cost per pound to the lunar surface via toss-catch 
and lunar-orbit rendezvous to be compared with the 
value for the direct-descent mode.   The respective 
specific delivery costs of about $580/lb, $550/lb, 
and $560/lb for the three different modes, for lunar- 
surface payloads of 80,000-90,000 lb, do not indi- 
cate a marked superiority of any of these three ways 
of delivering one-way payload to the lunar surface. 

B.   TRADEOFFS AND SENSITIVITIES IN THE 
LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 

Previous calculations have, for the most part, 
considered "rubber" vehicles and made generalized 
comparisons.   Eventually, however, some specific 
vehicles will need to be selected and compared. 
This focusing is particularly necessary if sensitivi- 
ties are to be explored.   The basis for this explora- 
tion is provided by the following material.   The 
rationale for the vehicle choices will be given, 
recognizing that subjective factors enter.   The R&D 
costs for the selected vehicles will be compared and 
differences in operational costs used to ascertain a 
crossover payload at which program costs would be 
equal.   The crossover payload is a mathematical 
artifice in a sense, for the same value may result 
from the ratio of a large difference in R&D costs to 
a large difference in operational costs, or a small 
difference in R&D costs to a small difference in 
operational costs; it is nevertheless a sensitive 
measure and well suited to demonstrating analysis 
of perturbations around a baseline. 

The technique employed to select and compare 
centerline vehicles is illustrated in Figs. 18-21. 
Total program costs for various program levels 
were estimated for different sized O2/H2 and 
shielded nuclear vehicles, and a reasonable size was 
selected for each (Figs. 18, 19) based on minimizing 
the total program cost for a reasonable 10-yr 
pay load-delivery program.   (Payload Is assumed to 
be divisible arbitrarily into packages just large 
enough to fill the capacity of each different vehicle; 
real programs generally produce payloads sized 
to the mission rather than the transporation system.) 
The true program is unknown, of course, so the 
object is to select a size giving near-minimum costs 
over a variety of traffic levels.   This criterion 
resulted in selection of a 100,000-lb-propellant 
chemical vehicle in Fig. 18 and a 290,000-lb- 
propellant nuclear vehicle in Fig. 19.   (The latter 
was admittedly influenced by the fact that this value 
is also close to that being considered for the pro- 
jected nuclear stage.)  The pie charts in Fig. 20 
show the relative contribution of different cost com- 
ponents to the total program cost for the two ve- 
hicles at each of the four traffic levels.   The circles 
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PAYLOAD TO LUNAfc 

300 Ub r' ORBIT .MTH 1   10 

1 fi£TUBN 

CENT(«UN£ VEHICLf FO» COMfAllfONS 

ADVANCED 02    H; VEHICLE 

TWO DHCP TANKS 
T'w   =0.3 

DESIGN USAIIE PIOPEILANT WEIGHT, bib 

FIGURE 18. TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS (R&D PLUS 10 YEARS Of OPERATIONS AT FOUR DIFFERENT RATES) 
AS FUNCTIONS OF DESIGN PROPELLANT CAPACITY FOR ADVANCED 0,/H, VEHICLE WITH 
OPTIMUM NUMtER OF ENGINES AND 2 DROP TANKS. ' 

J I    I   I   I  I 

PAYLOAD TO LUNA« 
(of  gMatailwwfy) 
OMII WltM 1/10 

UTUINED 

CENTEDLINE VEHICLE PC« COMTAMSONS 

J I     I    M   I 

NUCLEAI VEHICLE 
TWO DHOf TANKS 
SINGLE ENGINE 
10,000 lb SHIELD 

J I      I     I    I   I   I 
100 1000 

DESIGN USAIU PtOKllANT WEIGHT, klb 

FIGURE 19.  TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS (R&D PLUS 10 YEARS OF OPERATIONS AT FOUR DIFFERENT RATES) AS 
FUNCTIONS OF DESIGN PROPELLANT CAPACITY Of NUCLEAR VEHICLE WITH SINGLE ENGINE, 
10,000-LI SHIELD AND 2 DROP TANKS. 

for the O2/H2 vehicle are normalized in area to 
show the relative cost to the nuclear system at each 
traffic level.   The principal cost contributors, to- 
gether more than 90 percent of the total, are R&D 
and the EOS delivery, the former predominating at 
lower traffic levels and the latter at higher traffic 
levels.   The total program costs for each traffic 
level are plotted in Fig. 21 to show the crossover 
concept for these specific vehicles and include 
similar current O2/H2. F2/H2, and unshielded 
nuclear vehicles.*   Note that a significant payload 

to lunar orbit, approximately 1.5 Mlb, is required 
on this basis to justify any propulsion development 
beyond the present RL-10 technology.   The l/l0th- 
retum capability from lunar orbit for all these 
small chemical vehicles may, however, be some- 
what marginal (i.e., 2500 lb for the RL-10, 3300 lb 
for advanced O2/H2, and 3600 lb for F2/H2), and 
particularly so for the RL-10.   A comparison at 
equal return capabilities, if larger than these values, 
would have increased the program costs for the lower 
performance vehicles and lowered the crossovers. 

Neither the nuclear nor the chemical system has 
been charged with costs for the lunar lander needed 
for lunar-surface operation.   The chemical system 
could probably share much of its technology and 

hardware with the lander, however, so that the 
comparison favors the nuclear system by not 
penalizing it for the requisite separate lander 
development program. 
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FIGURE 20.   COMPAR/lTIVE SIZES Of COST COMPONENTS Of CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR SYSTEMS fOR fOUR 
DELIVER'       OGRAMS.   1/10 RETURN MISSION. 

NUCUAt I JW.OOO lb I 
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NO SHIELD^ 
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fIGURE 21.  TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS fCM CUMULATIVE PAYLOAO WEIGHT DELIVERED BY CENTERLINE 
VEHICLES TO LUNAR ORBIT. 

Figure 22 shows how program cost differences, 
i.e. , thr excess cost of the nuclear system over the 
advanced O2/H2 system, decrease with increasing 
total payload delivered, at rates that vary with EOS 
costs.   The intercepts with the abscissa show cross- 
over payloads to increase as EOS costs decrease; 
this is perhaps self-evident in that fixed differences 
iu R&D cost are being divided by proportionately 
smaller absolute differences in operational cost. 
Of interest, however, is the near constancy of total 
program costs indicated at the crossover.   It ap- 
pears that $9 or $10 billion in lunar transportation 
costs must be expended to recover the additional 
investment needed for nuclear propulsion develop- 
mc       if a 10/1 outbound/return payload ratio is 

1.1 
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« Mlbl 
llll.l 1 

10 » » « 
. OTAL MVLOAD, Mlb, TO LUNAR 1 OR GEOSTATIONARY I OIKT WITH I   10 RETURNED 

fIGURE 22.   INFLUENCE Of EOS DELIVERY COST ON DlfFEDENCE IN TOTAL PROGRAM 
COST BETWEEN CENTERLINE NUCLEAR AND ADVANCED O^Mj VEHICLES. 
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assumed and if this is the only application of the 
nuclear system.    This near constancy is also not 
loo surprising, at least after the fact: EOS costs 
dominate program costs, and nuclear systems have 
a certain percentage advantage over O'/Hz in pro- 
pellant consumption per pound ol payload.    The 
difference in K&D costs divided by the percentage 
saving dominates the total program cost at cross- 
over.   Or, more precisely, by considering Fig.   141), 
note a I'i percent difference between nu lear specific 
operations cost ($410/lb) and advanced Og/Hg 
(SKlf) 'lb).   A $1. 2 billion difference in R&U cost 
divided by a 13 percent saving implies a S!>.2 billion 
total program cost at crossover.* 

Figure 23 depicts most of the results of the 
sensitivity analysis, showing the changes in cross- 
over from the nominal 20.3 Mlb due to variations in 
the controlling parameters.   A few additional single 
point evaluations of sensitivities are noted below. 

The ranges of variation discussed are chosen to be 
larger than expected deviations from the baseline val 
ues. As mentioned earlier, the reciprocal nature of 
the crossover concept makes it a sensitive parameter; 
at infinite crossover, o|»eraling costs are equal. 

The curves in Fig. 23 show the marked sensi 
tivity of the nuclear system to average load factor 
(in line with observations on off-loading in Fig.   16), 
engine weight, development cost, and sfiecific impulse, 
and to relative costs of delivering l.H-j versusO2/H2. 
Nuclear engine life does not have much impact unless 
it gets below 4 hours or so.   The smaller effect« of 
improvements in nuclear engine costs, thrust, and 
other nuclear stage parameters can be noted from the 
plots. 

With regard to sensitivities involving the O^ il^ 
system, the crossover is moderately sensitive to 
O^/ll^ structural weight, to outbound-to-return ratio 

0.2       IM        ^T«        O 1.0 
FRACTION OF INDICATED IASELINE PARAMETU 

1,0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 l.i 
«ATlO TO INDICATCD »ASUIN« PAtAMIU« 

FIGUM 23.   INFLUENCI OF VAKIATION OF «ASELINE ASSUMPTIONS ON CHOSSOVER 
CUMULATIVE PAYLOAD (10/1).   CENTEHLINE VEHICLES 

For this return ratio and these two size levels. 



and, nut plottt-d, to specific impulse.   A lO-gecond 
decrease in O-j/ H2 specific impulse decreases the 
crossover to 14.5 Mlb. conversely, substitution of 
K^'H^, as can be appreciated from Fig. 21, raises 
the crossover be\ond 100 Mlfo.   An increase in 
astrionics-unit weight in both systems affects the 
lighter chemical system more than the heavier unclear 
t-ystem. this effect is somewhat different from the 
illustrated structural weight change because of the 
higher specific cost of electronics and for, say. a 
J500-lli increase, brings ti.e crossover to 11.3 Mlb. 
The effect of an increase in O2/ «2 R&D costs is the 
same as that from a decreast in nuclear engine R&D 
costs by the same amount.   A $10 million Increase In 
first unit cost of the O2, H2 system (above $7. 1 million^ 
lowers the crossover to 16.5 Mlb. 

The effects described are not fully linear either 
Individually or In combination.   However, a rough 
estimate of the combined effects of a number of 
changes can be made by multiplying sensitivities (I.e., 
changed crossover/nominal crossover) together, and 
applying the product as a correction factor to the 
nominal crossover.   This product In most cases will 
predict a lower crossover value than the one obtained 
from a recalculation of the modified system with the 
changes introduced simultaneously.   To illustrate, 
assume the following large changes all acting In the 
same direction (against the chemical system): 

Change 

(1) nuclear shield weight reduced 
to zero 

(2) difference in R&D cost reduced 
by laOOM 

(3) chemical first unit cost In- 
creased by flOM 

(4) chemical specific impulse 
reduced by 10 sec 

(5) pay load return ratio doubled 
(to 201, for both) 

(6) EOS delivery cost to $120/lb 
(for both) 

(7) astrionics weight Increased 
by 1300 lb (both) 

Crossover 
Ratio 

0. ,r).:.r> 
(=11.3/20.3) 

0.631 

0.813 

0.715 

0.675 

0.811 

0.557 

The product of these ■enaitlvity values (0.062) would 
predict a crossover at 1.3 Mlb versus 2.4 Mlb com- 
puted with all effects incorporated simultaneously. 
Actually, if this magnitude of effect« were expected, 
the vehicles should be reoptimlzed. 
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APPKMMX 

HASKl.INK ASSI MP'l IONS ANDCKOIM) HI IKS 

Effects 

Average I     nuclear for full thrust hum time t (t £ l<>0) sec 

odd burns:   I   =   F  /F; even burns:   I      (F    - ■I'W'l" )' F., 

where:      F    = ;». ISöxlo' *   "."i.oooi  <   XiOS    •  xVif 

-0. 7 -.") 1 
S     -   K«0 «   0.751   -  29«t -  7x1(1    I    (shutduwn intfKt'ated flow) 

C     '  32.81  '        (cooldown integnitetl fliiw, lb) 

F     =   »557*   (75.000/S25)l   •  S    ♦  C 

;J5(j sec is effective cnnldnwn specilic impulse, allowing lor low 
thrust losses 

2 
H   boil-off = 0.025 lb/day/ft   of tank area *  1 lb/sec of burn time (nuclear only) 

Meteoroidprotection| 2 /Total flight life\   '    '      /Propellanl vol \ 
and Insulation (     / 1       45 davs        j *  1 r 

:t     ) » \ I \   «*, ooo ft      / 

t"»U\»   INl'l«l All^"! 

MGUM »-I      OUAVItv ICSMS K3« lOW-:MtuSI t*HIO»F '«OM 100-NWl-»imuD» 
IAITM OMIt »Oi SVNCMIONOUS-AlTITuDI *K)G» »NO (iCAH 
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(.i.i\iu  I..--.« > ;i~ a luiuium ..I IIUII:II Ihni.M  wi'inht r:ili<i ami ls.t lor acct'lfration 
iii.iii .1 Inn mi)! orlui in CXM)«  i>r >Mi<-hr<>in>iis-iirl)it iratisfi-r an- shown in Fig. 
V-l.    1 lu- vil'« iu l.iftr. m injiitK.n into a tran.slcr ellipse to synchronous altitude 
Umn _'•..; titiu ir> n'l'iixluied bv 

iV, <l      li.>"   ■' (W     l\' .11.2 - \.\:\{ 
V^ioo/ 

Iht- m .im|.:iiui!in MI.K ii\ n-"n :l1 ^Muhronous altitu'U' due t« raising the altitude 
:il wluih triii-ler U'tonU  IN :itl;tmed is reprnduceil by 

^v (i     ii;.»""' (\v    if '2. J" - <>.<too72 (\v 'T)"] 
K;im >|. ■> <> 

Ihe \il'K ii\ l«>>f. in itlaitui»^ esiaiu- vi-loi ity from -<■;! nmi orbit is reproduced by 

iV. <l       II".»0""' (\V     If    Ttl.l - :. 
\8ioo/ 

A "pad" of 0. 75 , is also allowed for each velocity increment required. 

Weiuhts 

Contingency - aS of dry weight 
lUiige volume - S'i of propellant volume 
Kesiduals = If of usable propellants 
Subsystem!« (fraction of dry' weight) = 311 (chem) 

= 15% (nuc) 
= 1.5% (drop tanks) 

Wright Kelations 

VV W •   W , •  VV * W      ^    ,    4 
inert tank jtlumhing subsystems residuals 

W . '   VV. 
main propulsion thrust stnuure 

guidance control contingency 

Where 

VV     .      S (2.:.2 •   MP •  4S 10.000 ft'S x /propellant density V ' 
,:,nk \    20.24 lb/ft"*       / 

MP      mcteoroitl protection (includes insulation, see 
above) 

k2/:t 
M l*ink Viiliimo 

s     ». ._ f tank volumeA 

W ,     , il. I  lb lt:! of tank volume 
piuinbing 

main pnipulsion        :i(>n lb (current O.^ Il^) 

.t.-.o lb (advanced ()^ 112 and F2/n2) 

2:1, »no lb (nuclear) 

Per I "• klbl thrust chemicil «'nginc. or 7.') klbl nuclear engine. 
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VV , O.OOLT) T 
thrust structurt' \»v 

W    . , . ,      ;!()() II)  i   0. I (VV. - \V      . ,    , ) 
guidance/contn»! inert rt*Hidu;ils 

Costs 

Assumptions 

Life      10 hr lor engint-s 

-   10 hr or alxuit 20 lllf,'hls (sec ti-xt) for tanks 

Earth-to-orbit shuttle delivery cost     $100 Ml) 

Learning curve slope    90', 

Correlations 

First I nit Costs (1969 dollars): 

Chemical engine  - 750 (T _   (lb))   ' '   (p /1000 psi)   ' 

Nuclear engine    =  13x10 

Airirame 

,6 

= 3.078xl03(W      (lb))0-039 

where W 
AF 

W, -W       - W      - W 
inert        mp       gc        res 

Subsystems 2.4x10   (W    (lb))0'72;> 

gc 

R&D Costs (1909 dollars): 

^,       ,     , 0 (i ,,    0..'{2 , 0.2 
Chemical engine      .»0x10    -i   I.HxlO (T      (lb)) (P    1000 psi) xa 

where or = 

/   0     current (), /H, 

1. 5 advanced O /H. 

2.0 F /H 

Nuclear engine     750 x 10 

Airirame 

(i 

0.759 \ K)' (W      (lb))0-;"'S 

Subsystems 25 x first unit cost 

Checkout costs per flight     I', vehicle hardwaci' cost 
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